
Unison is a market leading platform with the ability to link various vendors’ access systems 
in an efficient way. Unison uses the latest technology and offers a powerful and user friendly 
solution that suits all types of businesses and organizations.

PACOM UNISON

PACOM Unison is a market leading security management system engineered to provide a completely open and flexible 
solution for security management for virtually any building environment. Unison has been designed to provide tight 
integration with market leading access control solutions to allow the management and control of door access, administration 
of identity and cardholders, and the monitoring of any security breaches, using a powerful, intuitive and easy to use 
graphical interface.

 
SALTO

SALTO offers a wide range of innovative products such as electronic door handles, wall readers and on-line or stand-alone 
controllers for access control for a growing range of end users. SALTO suits among others airports, hospitals, banks, 
authorities, universities and hotels. Combined with the additional functionality provided by the SALTO Virtual Network 
(SVN), the customer can get 90% of the benefits of an online system for the cost of a standalone system. With the new 
battery-powered wireless locking system XS4, real-time solutions can be created without the need for wires to the door 
environment.

DATASHEET
UNISON ACCESS MODULE  –  SALTO INTEGRATION

Received in Unison client

Alarms

Access log 

Error Messages

Tamper alarms

Battery level

    Users

    Door environments

    Permissions

    Time schedules

    Encoding of SALTO-cards

Supports automatic reading of    
configuration to Unison. When  
integrating to existing SALTO  
access system, all cards must be  
recoded. 

Managed from Unison client
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SALTO integration in Unison provides the ability to manage SALTO cards and permissions along with cards and permissions 
for other types of access control from one main control system. This prevents the need of handling/management from various 
subsystems.

Unison supports the reading of configuration from the SALTO system for a fast and easy deployment. Unison also handles 
the encoding of SALTO cards and the ability to manage permissions for SALTO cards including calendars and type of day. The 
system also has PIN code support, option to save user log on their cards/TAGs and option to control online doors.

This integration doesn’t support the following functions: Import Salto users to Unison, Office Mode, Individual configuration of 
logfiles on card/TAG.

 PART NUMBER TYPE CODE DESCRIPTION
110 001 001 USN-STD Unison Standard. Includes support for one Unison client workstation. 

110 001 002 USN-ENT Unison Enterprise. Includes support for one Unison client workstation. 

110 002 003 USN-ACM Unison Access Module. Includes support for 10 doors. 

110 003 003 USN-ACM-10 Unison license for 10 additional doors.

COMPATIBILITY  
SALTO RW Pro-Access For Service v11.3.2.190 med SHIP-interface v1.15a och stöd för SALTO service RW 2.3.1.173  
SALTO RW Pro-Access For Service v12.2.4.208 med SHIP-interface v1.19b och stöd för SALTO service RW 3.4.1.299  
SALTO RW Pro-Access For Service v12.2.5.210 och stöd för SALTO service RW 3.4.2.309 
It is recommended to always use SALTO Ethernet encoders with Unison as SALTO USB Encoders can only be connected to the 
SALTO Server. 
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